
How to put your own workout together: 
Full body workouts are great for many different situations: for beginners, for athletes that are 
in a sport season, for people who are short on time, and people who are inconsistent with 
getting workouts done.  
 
My formula for putting together your own full body workout is this: 
 
Circuit/Set 1: 
Lower body push  3-4 sets x 8-12 reps 
Upper body pull 3-4 sets x 8-12 reps 
Core exercise  3-4 sets x 12-20 reps 
 
Circuit/Set 2: 
Lower body pull 3-4 sets x 8-12 reps 
Upper body push 3-4 sets x 8-12 reps 
Core exercise  3-4 sets x 12-20 reps 
 
Example 
SET 1 
-Split Squat 4 x 12 each leg 
-Bent over dumbbell row 4 x 12 
-Bicycle Crunch 4 x20 each side 
SET 2 
-Hamstring Curl 4 x 12 
-Barbell Shoulder Press 4 x 12 
-Alternating Supermans 4 x 12 each side 
*any workout I had uploaded previously will most likely be in this format 
 
 
Notes 
*Setting up a workout like this allows for you to get through it faster, and you get more “bang 
for your buck.” Because you are completing it as a circuit and aren’t taking up time resting in 
between sets . Example you start with a lower body exercise and then without rest move right 
into an upper body exercise- your legs are resting while you’re working your upper body 
exercise, and then your legs and arms are resting while you complete a core exercise. 
 
*8-12 rep range is your muscle building rep range. Everyone’s goal should be to build more 
muscle. I PROMISE, NO ONE will ever workout out one day and wake up the next morning 
accidentally looking like Arnold Schwartzenneger! It takes so much intention to gain muscle like 
that. If fear of gaining muscle would push you into the idea of “toning” and/or using light 
weights and super high reps I can promise you that will not get you the kind of results you think 
it will. Feel free to reach out to me directly if you have questions about that and we can talk 
more in depth about that concept. 
 



*Start with 3 sets if you haven’t worked out for awhile or if you start to feel sore WHILE you are 
working out. Then the next week try to add in a fourth set. In the end 3 sets is better than no 
sets. At least aim for 3. 
 
*If you have weights try to find the heaviest weight you can use for 12 reps and keep good form 
the whole way through. If you are using the heaviest weight you can then you just use that 
same weight for all 3-4 sets, there is no need to move up in weight each set, unless the reps 
feel easier as you go. The following week try to go up 5lbs on the exercises where applicable. 
 
*If you don’t want to work out very often or if you aren’t consistent with your workouts, this is 
a more efficient way to workout than to train only upper body or only lower body, or some 
other kind of workout split. This way if you miss a day you’ve already trained your entire body, 
whereas if you miss your entire lower body day then you haven’t equally trained one entire half 
of your body. This can create imbalances, deficiencies, and encourage injury. 
 
*Generally speaking;  
Upper body pushing exercises will train chest, shoulders, and triceps. 
Upper body pulling exercises will train back and biceps. 
Lower body pushing exercises will train quadriceps, glutes, and calves. 
Lower body pulling exercises will train hamstrings, glutes, and lower back. 
Core is the entire middle of your body, both front and back- abs, back and glutes. 
 
 
Examples of lower body push: squat  
Examples of lower body pull: deadlift 
Examples of upper body push: bench press, shoulder press, dips 
Examples of upper body pull: pullups, rows, bicep curls 
Examples of core: supermans, plank 
 
You can look up many more exercises that fit into these groups. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


